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Nouns 

Grade 3 Nouns Worksheet 
 

Circle the nouns.  

 

Complete the sentences using nouns from above. 

 
1. Last weekend, I went to the aquarium with my friend Bill. 

2. We could observe the colorful __________________ swimming in the various 

tanks. 

3. Every tank was filled with cold __________________, pebbles and sometimes 

algae. 

4. In the tropical exhibits, we saw fish tanks with __________________ where 

the fish could hide. 

5. When looking carefully, we found a __________________ with its tail tied 

around some algae. 

6. Outside, there were larger pools where and __________________ was 

performing tricks. 

7. It was able to balance a __________________ on its nose while swimming on 

its back! 

8. My friend and I sat in the __________________ to watch the show. 

9. After every trick, the otter would get a treat from the __________________ 

that the trainer had at his feet. 

10. Buying my __________________ was expensive, but it was worth it. I enjoyed 

my visit to the aquarium. 

fish bucket ball lazy buy 

tank algae seahorse corals high 

colorful feed rocks seats pebbles 

swim jump training aquarium cold 

water otter sea ticket dark 
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Answers 
 

 

 

 
1. Last weekend, I went to the aquarium with my friend Bill. 

2. We could observe the colorful fish swimming in the various tanks. 

3. Every tank was filled with cold water, pebbles and sometimes algae. 

4. In the tropical exhibits, we saw fish tanks with corals where the fish could 

hide.  

5. When looking carefully, we found a seahorse with its tail tied around some 

algae. 

6. Outside, there were larger pools where an otter was performing tricks. 

7. It was able to balance a ball on its nose while swimming on its back! 

8. My friend and I sat in the seats to watch the show. 

9. After every trick, the otter would get a treat from the bucket that the 

trainer had at his feet.  

10. Buying my ticket was expensive, but it was worth it. I enjoyed my visit to 

the aquarium. 

fish bucket ball lazy buy 

tank algae seahorse corals high 

colorful feed rocks seats pebbles 

swim jump training aquarium cold 

water otter sea ticket dark 
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